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Abstract
In this paper, a new simple, efficient and semi-automatic algorithm including depth weighting
constraint is introduced for 2-D DC resistivity data inversion. Inversion procedure is linear;
however, DC resistivity data inversion is generally nonlinear due to the nonlinearity of Maxwell’s
equation relative to resistivity (conductivity). We took the advantage of the 2-D forward operator
formula obtained based on integral equations (IE) by Perez- Flores et al. (2001), for the inversion
algorithm. Inversion algorithm is iterative and regularization parameter and depth weighting
exponent are the critical parameters that have default values of 0.1 and 1, respectively. The
presented technique was used only for dipole-dipole array by Perez-Flores et al. (2001), but here in
addition to improving results for dipole-dipole array, its productivity is demonstrated for other
geo-electrical arrays such as Wenner alfa, Wenner Schlumberger. Three synthetic data sets
computed by Res2dmod software are utilized to investigate the performance of the algorithm
through comparing the results with Res2dinv software output sections. Finally, the algorithm is
applied on an archeological data set of Pompeii, which was collected by dipole-dipole array. IE
inversion algorithm lead to satisfactory inversion models for both synthetic and real cases which
reconstruct the subsurface better than or as well as that of the software.

Keywords: DC resistivity, Depth weighting, Integral equation, Inversion, Res2dinv.
1. Introduction
The direct current (DC) resistivity method is
one of the most common methods for the
exploration of the earth’s subsurface due to
being a cost-effective and well-established
method (Wei et al., 2013). The purpose of
electrical resistivity tomography (ERT)
surveys is to determine the subsurface
resistivity distribution both horizontally and
vertically by making measurements on the
ground surface. Introducing an efficient
algorithm for inversion of resistivity data is
necessary because quantitative interpretation
cannot be made from the non-inversed data
and interpretation based on pseudo-section is
qualitative.
The DC resistivity quantitative interpretation
has been developed largely over the years
and various techniques have been proposed
for DC resistivity inversion (e.g., Loke and
Dahlin, 1997; Jackson et al., 2001; PérezFlores et al., 2001; Loke et al., 2003; Günther
et al., 2006; Boonchaisuk et al., 2008; Li et
al., 2012; Wei et al., 2013; Timothy et al.,
2015). The numerical calculation of the
electric field started in the late 1960s using
*Corresponding author:

the techniques of integral equations (Dieter et
al., 1969), which is the case here, then other
numerical techniques such as finite element
(FE) (Coggon, 1971) and finite difference
(FD) (Mufti, 1976) were introduced to DC
resistivity forward modeling. The Integral
Equation (IE) method is a powerful tool in
electromagnetic
(EM)
modeling
for
geophysical applications especially for those
models that have a background conductivity
with simple structure (Zhadanov, 2009). The
main advantage of the IE method in
comparison with the FD and FE methods is
the fast and accurate simulation of the
response in models with compact 2-D or 3-D
bodies in a layered background (Varfinezhad
and Oskooi, 2019). Resistivity data inversion
is generally nonlinear, but here, a linear
method proposed by Perez-Flores et al.
(2001) is used.
During the past few decades, there have been
different algorithms for resistivity data
inversion, most of which solved the problem
in nonlinear form. General formula of their
objective
function
is
as
follows:
boskooi@ut.ac.ir
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where d, F(m), m0 and m are observed data
vector, calculated forward response, initial
model and updated model obtained from
adding updating term dm to m0;
and
are data and model weighting matrices and
is regularization parameter. Smith and
Vozoff (1984) used just the first term without
data weighting matrix and instead of the
second term they used Truncated Singular
Value Decomposition (TSVD) as another
way of regularization. Narayan et. al (1994)
used both terms but with some differences.
Model weighting matrix is not used and
regularization
parameter
adoption
is
different. Sasaki (1994) applied model
weighting matrix, which was the second
smoothness operator; Gunther et al. (2006) as
well as Perez-Flores et al. (2001) utilized
both data and model weighting matrices,
which were data covariance matrix and
smoothness operator, respectively. However,
Perez-Flores et al. solved a linear problem
that was based on integral equation. In
addition to smoothness constraint. It can be
said that these weights act as depth weighting
function, but their mathematic formulas are
not known. A 2-D inversion scheme with
lateral constraint and sharp boundaries was
introduced by Auken and Christiansen
(2004). They believed that quasi-layered
model can show actual geology more
accurately in sedimentary environments. In
general, the algorithm used by Loke and
Barker it for RES2DINV software which is
the most versatile one for different cases.
Depth weighting function introduced by Li
and Oldenberg (1996 and 1998) for 3-D
inversion of magnetic and gravity data that
were utilized to compensate for the natural
decay of the kernel matrix values with
increasing depth. The exponent of this
function generally depends on the depth of
the anomaly; therefore, a reliable priori
information about possible depth range of the
anomaly is required. Li and Oldenberg (1996
and 1998) suggested exponent 2 and 3 for
gravity and magnetic methods, respectively.
In the absence of this, constraint cells that are
near to the surface have larger weights in the
inversion procedure. Depth weighting is
going to be inserted into the inverse
algorithm as weighting matrix with clear
determination of its exponent.

In this paper, the 2-D formula of DC
resistivity kernel obtained by Perez-Flores et
al. (2001) is going to be manipulated, but
they used it just for dipole-dipole array. Here
we extend it for other geoelectric arrays.
Weighted damped least-squares solution
including depth weighting function as
weighting matrix is adopted for inversion
algorithm. Regularization parameter and the
exponent of depth weighting are the critical
parameters for this algorithm which are going
to be addressed how to be determined. This
technique is applied on different synthetic
and real data sets and the results will be
compared with Res2dinv software, which is
the most widespread and standard software
for 2-D DC resistivity data. Exact synthetic
data are calculated by Res2dmod.
2. Methodology
2-1. 2-D forward operator
3-D formula of DC resistivity Kernel
obtained by Perez-Flores et al. (2001) is as
Equation (1):
(
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,
and
are vectors defining
where
coordinates of cell centers, current and
potential electrodes, respectively, is dipole
separation and n is the values multiplied by
dipole separation to increase the distance
between current and potential electrodes in
order investigate greater depths. Vectors ,
and are generally defined as:
=
+
+
=
+
+
(2)
=
+
+
In fact, the integral form of the interested
forward problem can be considered as a
Fred-Holm Integral Equation of the first kind
(IFKs). Integrating the Equation (1) in y
direction from -∞ to ∞ leads to the 2-D form
of IFKs (Varfinezhad and Oskooi, 2019):
( )=
where
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.
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)

(3)

represents current and potential
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electrodes,
is the logarithm of apparent
resistivity values, ( . ) are coordinates of
points of the interested area, is kernel and
is the model.
×
cells and
Dividing the subsurface to
discretizing the previous equation gives rise
to
the
following
matrix
equation
(Varfinezhad and Oskooi, 2019):
=

(4)

where
is the 2-D forward operator, and
readers are referred to the forward modeling
paper by Varfinezhad and Oskooi (2019) for
efficient calculation of forward operator.
2-2. Inversion algorithm
Solving Equation (4) in order to find the
model parameters
is made by inversion.
and from Equation
For an initial model
(4), forward response is computed as:
=

(5)

Subtracting Equation (5) from (4), we have:
(

)= −
−
∆ =∆
. ∆ = −
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By multiplying
on the both sides of
Equation (6), Equation (7) is obtained:
(

−
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is the weighting matrix.
Updated term ∆ = −
as:
(
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−
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is calculated

)
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Regularizing Equation (8) by taking
advantage of the zeroth-order Tikhonov
regularization technique leads to Equation
(9):
=
( −

+(
)

+

) (

)
(9)

and
are identity matrix
and
regularization parameter, respectively.
representing depth weighting matrix and is
defined as:

=
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(10)

where
is the z coordinates of cell
centers and
is depth weighting exponent
and we are trying to address how this to
be chosen. The algorithm is started with an
that assumed here to be
initial model
a homogenous model with apparent
resistivity equal to the background value
of observed data, but it should be said
that other initial models derived from
any other geophysical methods or a priori
information can also be used, which is
not the case in both synthetic and real
cases of this paper. Iterative inversion
procedure stops after four iterations, and it
rarely needs to be changed to the other
values, but desired solution is always
captured during 10 iterations.
and
are
mostly constant values and only for some
cases replacement of other values are
required. These replacements are also very
easy to be made as will be shown in the
following sections. Ultimately, in addition to
simplicity, effectiveness, the IE code is a
semi-automatic code.
3. Synthetic models
Three different synthetic models are
considered to investigate the efficiency of the
suggested technique, and Res2dmod software
is used for calculating model forward
responses to produce exact synthetic data.
Inversion result derived from the IE
technique are compared with the results of
Res2dinv software to demonstrate its
productivity. Res2dinv results are shown in
MATLAB to have an identical representation
system for both methods and comparisons
can be made better. For all cases, if the
profile length is L, and a is the smallest
electrode spacing, then the number of cells in
x and z directions (nx, nz) and the cell lengths
lx and lz are determined as nx=L/a, nz=L/(4a)
and lx=lz=a.
3-1. Four conductive anomalies (DipoleDipole array)
First, the synthetic model is composed of
four conductive anomalies with the same
resistivity value of 20 Ω.m surrounded by a
homogenous background with resistivity 100
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Ω.m (seee Figure 1). Dipole-dipo
ole array withh
dipole separation of 10 m was usedd
to calcullate synthetic data and the computedd
apparentt resistivitiess are made for
f n from 1
to 9. It sshould be meentioned thatt the forwardd
modelingg of this caase using lin
near integraal
equationn was made
m
by Varfinezhadd
and Oskooi (2019) and
a the resultt is comparedd
with thaat of Res2dm
mod softwarre for whichh
RMS value was 7.5%. Here ouur
concentrration is on
o inversion
n of exacct
data uusing linear integraal equationn
to investigate its productivity
y. Retrievedd
models by the algorithm,, Res2dinvv
and Perrez-Flores et
e al. (2001
1) techniquee
are show
wn in Figure 2. Comparin
ng the resultss
is sugggestive off presented
d algorithm
m
productivity and itt can be asserted
a
thaat
its resultt is somewhhat better thaan Res2dinvv.
It can aalso be obseerved that the
t inversionn
model obtained from the algorithm
m

is significantly
s
superior to the reconstrructed
model derived
d by Pereez-Flores et
e al.
Reg
gularization parameter, depth weig
ghting
exp
ponent and number
n
of iteerations are 0.1, 1
and
d 4, respecctively. Forr most syn
nthetic
and
d real casess, these valuues are con
nstant,
and
d they neeed to be changed rarely.
r
Theerefore, thesse values caan be chossen as
deffault values for invers e proceduree and
inv
version algorithm is a sem
mi-automaticc one.
Tw
wo notes are suggested
s
forr changing default
d
valu
ues: (i) if yo
ou think yourr recovered model
m
is noisy, 0.5
5 can be considered
d for
regularization parameter
p
(iii) if you exp
pect to
see anomaly (anomalies)) in less depth
(depths) or subsurface is lay
ayered earth, 0.5 is
sug
ggested for the expoonent of depth
weiighting functtion. RMS eerror values of the
forw
ward respo
onses compputed from
m IE
algorithm and Res2dinv
R
aree 4.6% and 5.1%,
resp
pectively.

Figure 1. Four conductiive anomalies surrounded by a resistive homogenous med
dium (top) andd its forward reesponse
(bottom) calcullated by RES2D
DMOD softwarre.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figuree 2. Reconstruccted model derrived by (a) IE code (b) Res2
2dinv software and (c) Perez-FFlores et al. (2001). RMS
error valuues of the forward responsees computed frrom IE algorith
hm and Res2ddinv are 4.6% and 5.1%,
respectiveely.

3-2. b
block and dyykes (Wenn
ner Alfa)
The ssecond synthhetic case iss a model off 12
blockks and dykees with diffferent sizes and
depthhs immerseed in a homogeneeous
backgground withh resistivity
y 1 Ω.m. The
intereested blockks and dyke resistiivity
valuees are 5 or 25
2 Ω.m. Weenner alfa aarray

with unit electrode sppacing is used
u
for
this compliicated modeel. Figure 3 shows
the synthettic model aand compu
uted data
by Res2dmo
od softwaree. Inverting synthetic
data with IE
E code and innverse softw
ware leads
to the resultts representeed in Figuree 4. Both
methods reecover 10 from 12 anomalies
a
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and the first two blocks
b
close to the starrt
of the pprofile and thhick dykes located
l
at 400
and 48 m are retrrieved as one
o
anomalyy
because all of them
m are resistiv
ve relative too
the backkground, andd their effects are mixedd
with eacch other. Itt should bee noted thatt,
howeverr, the two thick
t
dykes are enoughh
separatedd from eachh other, in co
ontrast to thee
first twoo blocks, but their discrim
minations aree
not madde because (i)
( penetratin
ng to deepeer
depths ddemands the increase of electrodee
separatioons and connsequently losing lateraal
resolutioon, and (ii)) deeper dyke
d
is lesss
resistive despite its more thicknesss.
Thereforre, recoveredd anomaly iss much moree
correlateed with dykees positioned
d at 40 m andd
the dykee located at 48
4 m made the retrievedd
anomalyy to be as an inclined onee. This resullt
can be seen well in
i IE inverssion sectionn.
Compariing both IE and Res2diinv results iss
generallyy indicativve of morre resolvedd
subsurfaace section derived
d
by IE
E code. It cann
be assertted that the dyke
d
place att 8 m and thee
small block at 20 m are the only anomaliess
retrievedd better byy the softw
ware and itss
advantagge is relateed to its better
b
depthh
extension recovery and clearer anomaly foor
the dykke and block, respectiv
vely. Defaullt
values oof 0.1, 1 and
a
4 were chosen fo r
regularizzation param
meter, depth
h weightingg
exponennt and number
n
off iterationn,
respectivvely.
3-3.
F
Fault
and
d
block
(WennerrSchlumb
berger)
The last considered numerical
n
ex
xample is thee
model oof fault andd block usiing WennerrSchlumbberger array (Figure 5). Fault
F
is madee

up of two areass with resisttivity values of 10
d 40 Ω.m, and
a the blocck resistivity
y was
and
con
nsidered to be
b 1 Ω.m. D
Depth to the top
t of
botth of them arre assumed tto be 0.75 m,
m and
horrizontal ranges of fault an
and block aree from
0 to
o 17 and 24
4 to 26, resppectively. Veertical
extension of block is to 1.88 m, while fault
fa is
con
ntinued to th
he end of thhe area. Data are
com
mputed with 10 electrodde spacing frrom 1
to 10
1 m. Figuree 6 demonstrrates the inversion
section obtaineed by IE coode and Ress2dinv
soft
ftware. Horizontal posittion of the fault
verrtical boundaary retrievedd by IE cod
de and
soft
ftware are close to 1 7 m (horizontal
possition of veertical bounddary of thee true
fau
ult), but recov
vered bounddary by IE code is
cleaarer than thee software, w
while left side of it
is recovered
r
better by the ssoftware. Depth to
top of the faultt obtained byy IE code an
nd the
soft
ftware are close to 1 and 1.5 m,
resp
pectively, in
ndicating bettter reconstru
uction
by IE code; ho
owever, the transition area
a
is
smo
oothly chang
ging especiaally for Ress2dinv
model. Comparring blocks in both inversion
imaages with true block is demonstratiive of
welll recovery of
o depth to toop of the ano
omaly
and
d horizontaal position and exteension
obttained by both methoods but veertical
extension of the block derivved by IE code is
in more corresspondence w
with the true one
than
n the block reconstructed
r
d by the soft
ftware.
RM
MS error values of the fforward resp
ponses
derrived from in
nversion sollutions by IE
E and
soft
ftware are 3.5% and 3..8%, respecttively,
exp
pressing insiignificant diifference between
two
o methods an
nd it is consiistent with reelative
bettter result draw
d
out frrom IE inversion
algorithm.

Figure 3. True model of some blocks an
nd dykes in a unniform backgro
ound and its pseudo-section forr Wenner Alfa array.
a
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4. Retrrieved models oobtained by (a) IE code, (b) RE
ES2DINV softw
ware.

Fiigure 5. Fault and
a block modeel and its forwarrd response for Wenner-Schlum
mberger calculaated by RES2D
DMOD.
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(a)

(b)
F
Figure
6. Inverssion model attaained from (a) IE
E, (b) RES2DIN
NV software.

4. Discu
ussion
In this ssection, we are
a going to examine thee
effect off depth weighhting exponeent and noisee
on IE allgorithm andd it will be demonstrated
d
d
that whhy: i) depth weighting exponent iss
chosen tto be 1, ii) regularizatio
on parameteer
can be increased to 0.5 for noisy dataa;
howeverr, it shouldd be generaally selectedd
dependinng on the noise level. Wee know noisee
level in tthe syntheticc cases but complexity
c
oof
the interrested modell is also imp
portant. Heree,
we wantt to show thaat for a relativ
vely complexx
model annd for Gaussian noise with
w the leveel
of 5% aand 7.5%, 0.5 is a good choice. Firsst
syntheticc case (P
Perez-Flores model) iss
adopted for this examination; however,
h
thee

sam
me can be done for otherss.
ghting effectt
4-1 Depth weig
At first, the effect of depth weig
ghting
exp
ponent on inv
version resuult of IE algo
orithm
is investigateed, while other in
nverse
parrameters
are
a
fixed
(regularization
parrameter and
d number oof iterations are
assu
umed to 0.1 and 4, respeectively). Fig
gure 7
sho
ows the inv
version resuults for exp
ponent
valu
ues of 0, 0.5
5, 1 and 1.5 aand two imp
portant
con
nclusions can
n be made fro
rom this figu
ures: I)
incrreasing depth
h weighting exponent leads to
recovering anom
malies in deeeper depths and
a as
we suggested 1 is a good chhoice. In otheer two
syn
nthetic cases, it was shoown that exp
ponent
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equall 1 resultss in satisffying retrieeved
sectioons, II) inncreasing deepth weighhting
produuces more resolved models
m
and for
higheer values thaan 1 this increased resoluution
is att the cost of losing stability
s
of the
solutiion. In otheer words, depth
d
weighhting
functtion has a coontribution in
i regularizaation
term so that the larger expon
nent value leeads
to moore resolved but more un
nstable soluttion.
The ssame occurss when we use
u small vaalues
for reegularizationn parameter. These channges
in recconstructed models due to the preseence
of deepth weightinng function can be justiified
accorrding to Equuation (10).
is a diagoonal
matriice and afteer multiplicaation by
it
changges only thee diagonal elements of
whichh is the same that is done by
in terms of
regullarization parameter
p
regullarization term
m.
First, real case shows
s
that 0.5 for layeered
case is an appropriate choice and
demoonstrating thhe proper exp
ponent of 1 for
non-llayered meddiums will be
b made by the
seconnd real data set.
s
Noise
nd
choossing
effect
an
4-2
regullarization paarameter
Now,, the effect of noise on
o IE inverssion
algorrithm and adopting regularizaation
param
meter are prrobed. Gaussian noise w
with
two llevels 5% annd 7.5 % of maximum
m
vaalue
of daata were addded to thee data, and we
increaased regularrization param
meter from 00.05
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to 1.5. Figure 8(aa-e) presents the
reconstructed models froom 5% noisy
y data for
regularizatio
on parameterrs of 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1
and
1.5,,
respecttively.
In
ncreasing
regularizatio
on parameterr solves the problem
of instabilitty of the iinverse solu
ution but
resolution is
i limited as we exp
pect, and
considering trade-off beetween resolu
ution and
stability of the
t solution rresult in choosing 0.5
as a desiired value for regullarization
parameter. Augmentatio
A
on of noise level to
7.5% make inverse sollution more unstable
and the sam
me proceduure are repeeated for
mentioned regularizatioon parameteer values
(Figure 8(f-jj)), and our optimal valu
ue can be
0.5. Therefo
ore, 0.5 can bbe a good choice for
noisy data at these levvels considerred here,
which are lo
ogical levelss for many data
d
sets,
but for less noisy data sm
maller valuees and for
noisier data larger valuues must be used. It
should be said
s
that relaatively high level of
noise (7.5%) was considdered for a relatively
r
complicated model, andd we should take into
account thatt we are usiing a linear operator.
between
the
Considering
ddifference
computed daata by exact method, usin
ng finitedifference or finite--element numerical
n
techniques in
i nonlinearr form or th
his linear
method, by adding
a
this llevel of noisee, we can
say that thiss simple algoorithm is an efficient
enough technique to be uused for inveerting DC
resistivity daata.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figuree 7. Inversion model
m
derived from
f
IE algorithhm for depth weighting
w
expon
nent values of ((a) 0, (b) 0.5, (cc) 1 and (d)
1.5.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Figure 8. Inversion moddel derived from
m IE algorithm for noisy data:: (a) noise level=5% regularizzation parameteer=0.05,
(b) noise levvel=5% regulariization parametter=0.1, (c) noisse level=5% reg
gularization parrameter=0.5, (d
d) noise
level=5% reggularization parrameter=1, (e) nnoise level=5%
% regularization
n parameter=1.55, (f) noise leveel=7.5%
regularizatioon parameter=0
0.05, (g) noise level=7.5% reegularization parameter=0.1, (h) noise leveel=7.5%
regularizatioon parameter=0
0.5, (i) noise leevel=7.5% reg
gularization parrameter=1 and (j) noise leveel=7.5%
regularizatioon parameter=1..5.
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5. Reeal data: Archeologica
A
al data (dip
poledipolle)
Resisstivity data set of a profile in the
archeeological area of Pompeii are used ass the
seconnd real case to examine the
t performaance
of thee this IE codde. Resistivitty profile is 335.5
m. A
Apparent resistivity data are collectedd by
dipolle-dipole arrray with three diffeerent
dipolle separationns of 0.5, 1 and
a 2 m, whhich
satisffies the required resolution and depthh of
explooration for the case. Number
N
of the
acquiired apparennt resistivity
y data for this
profille is 597. Poositions of the
t undergroound
wallss and the adoopted profile can be obserrved
in thee map shownn in Figure 9. The subsurf
rface
is disscretized intoo 71 by 8 regular square ccells
in x and z directtions, respecctively, withh the
lengthh of 0.5 m. The processs is started w
with
the hoomogenous models
m
with the backgroound
valuee of 50 Ω.m
m. Regularizzation param
meter
and depth weighhting expon
nent are choosen
basedd on the menntioned experrimental metthod
and their fixedd values arre 0.1 andd 1,
respeectively. Ressistivity retrieved modelss by
IE coode and Res22dinv are preesented in Figgure
10, aand wall positions are plotted
p
on bboth
figurees. RMS erroor values aree 3.6% and 44.7%
for coomputed datta from the IE
I and Res2ddinv
inverrsion modells, respectiv
vely, indicaating
betterr fit of the coomputed dataa from IE ressult.
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According to
t the map, wall positio
ons are at
the distances 9, 12, 16, 18, 29, 31 and
a 34 m
from the start
s
of the profile. Recovered
R
anomaly cen
nters by IE code are att 2, 7, 9,
12.5, 15.5, 18,
1 25 and 334 m. Exceptt the first
and second anomalies w
which are no
ot related
to the wallss, all other w
wall position
ns are in
very good agreement
a
w
with real possitions of
the walls, but it should be said thaat we lost
the wall at 31
3 m, and thhe first and fiifth walls
situated at 8 and 29 m are not retrrieved as
clear as otheer walls. Ress2dinv resultts consist
of four major anomalie s. First one with the
center at 5 m elongateed to 7 m, because
maybe the effect
e
of the first anomally, which
cannot be a wall, is mixxed with the first wall
at 8 m. Seco
ond anomalyy starts after 10 m and
continue to 15
1 m indicatitive of walls at 12 and
15, which are
a not diffe
ferentiated frrom each
other. Third
d one with thhe center att 18 m is
exactly recovering waall at this position.
Finally, the last anomalyy from 29 to
o 35 m is
representing
g the walls at 29, 31 and 34,
which are also
a
not disccriminated. It
I can be
concluded that IE codee result retriieves the
walls with more resoluution than Res2dinv
R
software; however,
h
thee inverse procedure
p
used for the code is relativ
vely an
uncomplicatted semi-autoomatic algorithm.

Figu
ure 9. Map of tthe area. Blue liine is the survey
y profile.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 100. Inversion moodel derived by (a) IE code, (bb) Res2dinv. RM
MS errors of IE
E and Res2dinvv are 3.6 % and
d 4.7%,
respectively.

6. Concllusion
A linearr semi-autom
matic inversio
on algorithm
m
includingg depth weighting
w
fu
unction wass
introduced for 2-D
D DC resiistivity dataa
inversionn around thhe axis of the formulaa
extractedd by Perez-F
Flores et al.,, for the 2-D
D
linear fforward opeerator of dipole-dipole
d
e
array. T
The algorithm
m has four parameterss:
resistivitty of homogeneous initiaal model thaat
is equall to the baackground value
v
of thee
measured data, number
n
off iterationss,
regularizzation param
meter and dep
pth weightingg
exponennt for which default valu
ues are 4, 0.11
and 1, reespectively. For most cases, adoptingg
these vaalues leads to a desireed inversionn
model. F
For the depthh weighting function 0.55
is the onnly replacem
ment value ussed when thee
medium is layered or
o we know from a priorri
informattion that thhe exponent equal to 1
produce anomaly orr anomalies deeper thann
what theey must be. The efficien
ncy of the IE
E
inversionn algorithm
m was ex
xamined byy
applyingg it on synthhetic and reeal data setss.
Exact syynthetic appaarent resistiv
vities for thee
three considered synthetic
s
models
m
weree
calculateed by Res22dmod softw
ware. Threee

syn
nthetic casess were connsidered: I) four
con
nductive blocks
b
im
mmersed
in
n
a
hom
mogenous baackground ussing dipole-d
dipole
arraay, II) block and dykes uusing Wenneer alfa
arraay, and III)) fault and block modeel for
Weenner-Schlum
mberger arraay. For thee real
case, an archeological data sets of a reg
gion in
mpeii was utilized. The pperformance of the
Pom
algorithm on th
hese synthettic and real cases
werre investigaated and tthe results were
com
mpared witth correspoonding Ress2dinv
inv
version sections. Generaally speakin
ng, IE
inv
version algorrithm resultss were superrior to
their counterparrts derived byy Res2dinv.
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